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Community mourns loss of seven Dukes in one semester
Freshman admired for 
love of dance, positive spirit 
By GEORGINA BUCKLEY
The Breeze
W h e n  F re s h m a n  Ja n e 
Hwang danced, everyone 
watched.
Senior Kendra Burek said 
that although Hwang didn’t 
join the Mozaic Dance Club, 
Burek would never forget how 
well Hwang danced during her 
audition.
“She was such a lively per-
son,” said Burek, a member of 
Mozaic. 
Hwang died Tuesday night 
at the intersection of Carri-
er and Bluestone drives after 
being hit by a bus, according 
to Sgt. F.L. Tyler of the Virginia 
State Police.
Hwang was a member of 
Visual Distortions Dance Crew. 
Reza Mina, a senior and Moza-
ic president, is an adviser of the 
group.
Hwang “was like a crazy bubble, 
always happy,” Mina said. 
Mina said Hwang used to stay 
overnight at her house frequently 
and that she always tried to cheer 
up everyone around her.
“She was just this crazy, 
sassy, energetic, gorgeous girl,” 
Mina said.
Junior Tien Nguyen, an inte-
grated science and technology 
major, is one of the co-founders 
of Visual Distortions.
Nguyen said Hwang’s danc-
ing was exceptional and that he 
had never seen her unhappy.
“Being around her gave you a 
good feeling,” Nguyen said.
Burek spoke on behalf of 
the team when she said the 
members expressed their con-
dolences to Hwang’s friends 
and family.
“This is truly a devastating 
loss for the JMU dance com-
munity,” Burek said. 
Bryan Do, a freshman at 
Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity, went to middle school 
and W.T. Woodson High School 
with Hwang. Do said in an email 
that Hwang was one of the  rst 
friends he made in middle school.
see HWANG, page A4
By KELSEY BECKETT
contributing writer
JMU lost another Duke on Tuesday 
night after Jane Hwang, , was struck by 
a bus at the intersection between Carrier 
and Bluestone drives. 
 is is the sixth prominent death the 
JMU community has experienced this 
semester: alumnus Rob  roo, students 
Katie Mausteller, Nicholas Keatts, Kristen 
Edwards and Vice Provost John Noftsing-
er have all died this semester.
Despite the tragic losses the commu-
nity has endured, some students focus 
on a more hopeful message through the 
devastation that has hit campus.
Hundreds of students attended a 
Nov.  memorial service that was held 
for Keatts, a  fth-year senior known for 
his compassion and school spirit on the 
JMU cheerleading team. Tuesday night, 
a crowd of JMU students showed up to 
the steps at Godwin Hall holding candles 
and  owers in honor of Hwang. 
Students arranged these, along with 
JMU memorabilia and candles in a 
makeshift memorial for Hwang. A hand-
made wooden cross bearing a JMU 
sticker was placed with the memorial.
see DUKES, page A4
Fallen Duke, rising hope
Jane Hwang’s death shocks already grieving community
Jane Hwang was a freshman and member of 
the Visual Distortions Dance Crew.
Hundreds of students gather in front of Godwin Hall Tuesday night, just yards away 
from where freshman Jane Hwang was struck and killed by a bus earlier that night.
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COURTESY OF FACEBOOK
LEFT Students hold up their cellphones in a moment of silence last night at the 
“Forever All Together One” memorial service, held at the Convocation Center by SGA. 
RIGHT Students in the Visual Distortions Dance Crew, who sat at the front of the 
center during the event, mourn the loss of freshman member Jane Hwang. 
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By TORIE FOSTER and
RACHEL DOZIER
The Breeze
Only the truest of friends would 
brave breakdancing on wet pave-
ment after  p.m. on a Tuesday 
night.
Jane Hwang’s friends would. 
A group of cheering and chanting 
members of the JMU breakdancing 
community gathered outside the 
Convocation Center after last night’s 
SGA event.
  e memorial was held in honor 
of the death of freshman Hwang as 
well as past and present students 
Katie Mausteller, Jackson Hazard, 
Nick Keatts, Kristen Edwards and 
Rob  roo. John Noftsinger, a former 
vice provost, was also commemo-
rated. ( e Breeze couldn’t con rm 
Hazard was a student.)
“We de nitely appreciate every-
one coming out,” said junior Tyler 
Van Parys, president of the Break-
dance Club and member of the 
Visual Distortions Dance Crew, of 
which Hwang was a member. “ is 
is really beautiful. Jane was beauti-
ful. She danced pure and reminded 
all of us of why we dance in the  rst 
place. She’s an inspiration to us all 
… she lives on with us in our dance.” 
Students in Visual Distortions 
sat at the front of the center, heads 
bowed, eyes tearful and arms around 
one another. 
“We dance for her, and we know 
that she will always be with us,” Van 
Parys said.
SGA organized last night’s event 
in less than  hours, and more than 
, people  lled the center’s seats.
“I think the theme that kept sur-
facing during this evening’s event 
— that we’re all in this together, 
we’re all together one, that we’re 
here to help one another, to be there 
for one another,” said University 
Spokesman Don Egle last night. “I 
think that came through loud and 
clear tonight.”
Student organizations, including 
several a capella groups and volun-
teer members of the trumpet section 
of the Marching Royal Dukes, par-
ticipated in the event.  e trumpet 
players dedicated their performance 
of “Band of Brothers” to those lost. 
It was a song “that unites us all as a 
family,” said junior Alex Zuber, who 
directed the piece.
In his speech, President Linwood 
Rose lamented being unable to meet 
Hwang.
“Every student is special here,” 
he said after the event, “but to lose 
somebody in their first semester 
who really has not had the opportu-
nity to really make her mark is very 
unfortunate.”
He said he hoped JMU could be 
positively involved in Hwang’s fam-
ily’s future.
“Jane’s family and friends will 
now have a new life, a di erent life 
for sure,” he said. “But it will be one 
that includes this university, and I 
hope that you will make it so.”
 ough acknowledging the fragil-
ity of life, Rose encouraged listeners 
not to fear their grief.
“Face it, confront it, even embrace 
it, as those who know you have 
embraced you,” he said. 
Some students who danced with 
Hwang are coping with their grief in 
the way they know she would have 
wanted them to.
“She’s the only reason I dance right 
now,” said Joseph Jin-oh Chung, one 
of Jane’s “bigs” in Visual Distortions.
Still, there were some smiles seen 
among the tears.
“She’s laughing at us right now 
because she’s up there dancing 
with Michael Jackson,” Van Parys 
said before the group broke out into 
dance.
Garnering weary chuckles, Art 
Dean’s impassioned speech urged 
the audience to appreciate the pres-
ent moment.
 “Take the time to listen to some-
body,” said the special assistant to 
the president for diversity. “Never 
stop caring and never stop loving 
those around you.”
At the request of senior Pat Watral, 
SGA student body president, people 
held a moment of silence. With arms 
outstretched, audience members 
lifted glow sticks and cellphones, 
illuminating the crowd.
SGA also had JMU banners on 
tables in the center for people to sign 
and to share thoughts and support.
 “Our community knows no true 
obstacles,” Watral said, “only things to 
build bridges over and tunnels under.”
CONTACT Torie Foster 
and Rachel Dozier at 
breezeeditor@gmail.com. 
>> For video and photos of this event, visit BREEZEJMU.ORG.
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Serving James Madison University Since 1922 horoscopes
SCorPIo 
(oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
you excel on a test 
with concentration 
and effort. you’ve got the gift of 
gab today, so let it flow. Ask for 
what you want and get results. 
SaGITTarIUS 
(Nov. 22-dec. 21)
Even if you’d 
rather not, there’s 
still plenty of work. the trick 
is to play and get it done 
simultaneously. 
CaPrICorn 
(dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
you may find 
yourself attracted 
to someone completely opposite. 
Give yourself permission to 
explore, one step at a time.
aQUarIUS
 (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
investment in your 
home is ok now. how 
can you use space efficiently? 
your wit is attractive. use it to 
reveal a hidden dream.
PISCeS
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
when in doubt, 
get advice from 
a trusted friend or partner. 
they’re clear where you’re fuzzy. 
Make time for helping others and 
you’ll help yourself.
arIeS 
(March 21-April 19) 
your cuddly side is 
showing and others 
seem more than happy to come 
pay attention. romance and 
friendship can be yours, should 




environment. improve your 
home: plant a tree, add curtains, 
seal the cracks. save money and 
energy.
GeMInI 
(May 21-June 20) 
confer with family 
to work out a game plan. keep 
communications open and make 
sure everyone knows their part. 
CanCer
(June 21-July 22) 
your work ethic is 
attracting attention, 
so keep getting after it. Money’s 




Love is what it’s all 
about. your passion 
moves you and provides strength 
to surmount any obstacles. Let it 
give you wings. 
VIrGo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Barriers may not 
be as universal as 
they seem. your well-developed 
conscience keeps you on the 
right path. doors that appeared 
closed are ajar. Go on through.
lIBra 
(Sept. 23-oct. 22) 
the right words 
come easily 
now. Get into a recording 
or writing project or deliver 
communications and promotions. 
send out that holiday letter.
IF YoU Were Born TodaY:
if you ever thought you weren’t good at 
asking for money, this is the year to get 
over that. practice makes perfect. first, 
get straight with yourself about what you 
want. then let others know, in particular 
those who can do something about it.
Peace and hominy
Man shot by 
UC Berkeley 
police dies in 
hospital
The Oakland Tribune
BERKELEY, Calif. — A 
man who was shot Tuesday 
afternoon by University of 
California Berkeley police 
at the Haas School of Busi-
ness has died of his injuries, 
according to campus officials.
The man, an undergrad 
at the business school in his 
early 30s, has not been iden-
tified. He died at Highland 
Hospital overnight, UC Berke-
ley spokesman Dan Mogulof 
said Wednesday morning.
There is no information 
connecting the shooting to 
Occupy Cal protests Tuesday 
on the campus, Mogulof said.
The man was shot by uni-
versity police after he brought 
a handgun into a business 
school computer lab Tuesday 
afternoon, officials said.
The man was the only per-
son injured and was taken 
to Highland Hospital. Late 
Tuesday, police said there 
was nothing early in their 
investigation connecting him 
to the Occupy Cal march on 
the other side of campus.
The rare officer-involved 
shooting came as an unex-
pected twist to an already 
tense day on campus.
As students began their 
rally outside Sproul Hall and 
evicted Occupy Oakland 
protesters amassed at Frank 
H. Ogawa Plaza to march 
to Berkeley, a man, about 
5-foot-8-inch and wearing 
a blue jacket and blue back-
pack, entered an elevator in 
the Haas School of Business, 
said Lyle Nevels, the business 
school spokesman. A busi-
ness school employee entered 
the same elevator, and as it 
ascended, she noticed the 
suspect pull out a handgun 
from his backpack and then 
place it back inside.
The man exited on the third 
floor, but the employee con-
tinued up to the fifth floor, 
where she found Nevels. The 
pair returned to the third-
floor computer lab and saw 
the suspect in a corner, Nevels 
said. The pair called police, 
and officers responded within 
two minutes, said UC Berke-
ley Police Chief Mitch Celaya.
When three officers con-
fronted the man, he said, the 
suspect pulled out the gun 
and “displayed it in a threat-
ening manner.” They ordered 
him to drop the weapon, and 
when he did not, one officer 
fired multiple shots, Celaya 
said. The man did not return 
fire, and a handgun was 
found near him, Lt. Alex Yao 
said. No one else was injured.
The shooting was caught on 
a computer lab camera, and 
officials will review the tape, 
campus police Capt. Margo 
Bennett said.
The Haas School of 
Business building was imme-
diately evacuated after the 
shooting, and the college 
sent out email and text notic-
es, spokesman Dan Mogulof 
said.
Alex Arroyo, a UC Berke-
ley student who works at the 
front desk of the computer 
lab, said he did not notice the 
man enter, but he saw officers 
approach the man in the back 
of the lab, a large area that 
includes classrooms.
“I heard them say, ‘Drop 
the gun! Drop the gun!’ and 
I heard four or five shots,” 
Arroyo said.”When we heard 
the shots, we all dropped to 
the ground, and about 30 sec-
onds later the police came out 
and said, ‘Everybody get out, 
get out.’”
LookinG to GEt inVoLVEd? 
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KABUL, Afghanistan — The 
Afghan government will hold 
a conference of national dia-
logue this weekend to discuss 
a partnership pact with the 
United States and proposed 
peace talks with the Taliban, 
officials said Saturday.
The traditional meeting of 
community leaders, known as 
“Loya Jirga,” started yesterday 
and will go on for five days, a 
spokeswoman for the confer-
ence said.
“A total of 2,030 represen-
tatives from all provinces are 
set to participate in the Jirga 
and will vote over the stra-
tegic partnership with the 
United States and the peace 
talks with the Taliban,” said 
Safia Siddiqia during a press 
conference.
Politicians, tribal elders, 
provincial officials, law-
makers and civil society will 
attend the conference.
High on the agenda are 
negotiations between the U.S. 
and Afghanistan about a stra-
tegic partnership agreement 
to be finalized ahead of the 
planned withdraw of NATO 
forces in 2014.
“The president of Afghani-
stan cannot decide by himself 
on these issues,” she told 
reporters. “The government 
of Afghanistan is responsi-
ble for talks but the decision 
should come from the people 
of Afghanistan.”
President Hamid Karzai’s 
office on Saturday said in 
a statement: “Although the 
talks on strategic partnership 
with the U.S. are not finalized, 
consulting the country’s rep-
resentatives is an important 
step and therefore the tradi-
tional Jirga will take place ... 
on the date already assigned.”
A U.S. Embassy spokesman 
said any agreement between 
the two countries would not 
be signed before the Bonn 
Conference next month in 
Germany when 90 countries 
will meet to discuss the future 
of Afghanistan.
Security concerns will 
overshadow the conference 
in Kabul, where Taliban 
insurgents have carried out 
a string of attacks in recent 
months.
The United Nations said in 
September that violence in 
Afghanistan was at its high-
est level since U.S.-led forces 
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By elizaBeth dsurney
The Breeze
Louis Ginn and Amanda Sharp aren’t 
your average JMU couple. Instead of 
starting their lives together in a sunny 
suburb, the alumni faced the field of 
battle together.
Ginn graduated from JMU in May 
2008 with a degree in finance and a 
minor in military science, while Sharp 
graduated in May 2009 with a degree 
in English. Both were members of the 
ROTC program at JMU and both had a 
strong family history of serving in the 
army.
Ginn said he had always looked to go 
into the armed forces because he was 
the third generation of army officers.
The two were deployed to Iraq in 
August 2010 — Sharp as a second lieuten-
ant and Ginn as a first lieutenant.
“Deploying to Iraq, I was apprehensive 
and anxious, as I had no idea what to expect,” 
Sharp said. “A bit excited for the new adven-
ture, but nervous as well.”
Sharp said she felt very lucky to deploy 
with her husband.
“I felt very fortunate that we were able to 
be deployed at the same time in the same 
area,” Sharp said. “That does not happen 
very often to dual military spouses.”
While deployed, they retained a sem-
blance of ordinary life and had meals and 
worked together. Despite traveling to differ-
ent locations during the day, Ginn and Sharp 
found time to spend with each other every 
night. They were even able to live together 
the last three months of their deployment.
Ginn’s sister, Virginia, was confident her 
brother would do his duty as a soldier and 
return home without getting hurt. 
“It helped knowing that he had his then-
fiancée Amanda Sharp with him,” Virginia 
said.
But having a relationship in the middle of 
a war come with its troubles.
Ginn, during the middle of his deploy-
ment, was on his way to Baghdad to get 
supplies for his combat outpost in central 
Iraq. He was riding with his platoon lead-
er, who was in charge of the convoy behind 
Ginn.
As they rode through the dusty road, the 
vehicle in front of them directly flipped 
into a canal. 
“If you could imagine a huge vehicle 
doing a half corkscrew through the air 
and then eventually landing on the roof 
in a canal on an angle so that only half 
of one door was visible,” Ginn said.
The vehicle’s driver didn’t have expe-
rience driving this kind of vehicle, and 
it remains unclear what caused the flip.
In a rush, Ginn called on the radio, 
“Roll over, roll over, roll over!” — the 
standard call of distress in this  kind of 
situation.
Ginn and his driver quickly jumped 
in after calling it in, sprinting about 100 
meters to where the vehicle had flipped. 
All that was visible of the vehicle were 
the wheels and the undercarriage.
Trapped in about 4 feet of “black 
water” filled with feces and another 4 feet 
of soft mud, the vehicle was quickly sink-
ing. A noncommissioned officer and two 
soldiers were trapped inside the upside-
down vehicle. 
Ginn and the driver swiftly removed their 
body armor and jumped in the murky canal. 
As the truck filled up with water, Ginn said 
they could hear the three men inside the 
vehicle screaming. 
Neither Ginn nor the driver could get the 
door open. The doors weighed about 250 
pounds apiece, and one door was covered 
by the water.
After frantically groping at  the 
see iraq, page A4
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By Josh hahn
The Breeze
Many charity drives end with 
placing a donation into a box, but 
senior Ally Hemler wants to do 
something more than that.
Hemler, a communication stud-
ies and cultural anthropology 
double major, is partnering with 
the Nicaraguan Orphan Fund to 
organize a clothing drive called 
“Clothes for Care” on Dec. 3 . The 
event is part of her internship with 
the Mahatma Gandhi Center locat-
ed in the Cardinal House near the 
R1 Lot. 
NOF is a student-run organiza-
tion that works to raise awareness 
about poverty in Nicaragua, accord-
ing to the NOF website.
Gently used clothing donations 
can be given to the Catholic Cam-
pus Ministries house at 1052 South 
Main Street on Dec. 3 from 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., Hemler said.
In addition to dropping off 
clothes, people can write letters to 
the children in need who receive 
the proceeds a few months later. 
Paper and pens will be available 
for people to write whatever they 
like at the CCM house. The letters 
will be translated into whatever 
language is needed by volunteers 
at the Gandhi Center, according to 
Hemler.
Donors can also watch videos 
sent back from people receiving the 
donations sometime in March. Vol-
unteers will be in Nicaragua to film.
“Coming in full circle, the goal 
is to have everyone see the impact 
they have made on the lives of 
others,” Hemler said.
The clothing will then be deliv-
ered to orphanages and feeding 
centers in Nicaragua over spring 
break, according to junior interna-
tional affairs major Shea Paine.
Hemler said they’re in need of 
any type of clothing for any age or 
gender.
Each year, NOF sends a group of 
about 30 members to deliver goods 
to Nicaragua. Paine went on her 
first trip last year, and she plans to 
go again this year.
“When you go once, you have 
to go again,” Paine said. “You see 
the most amazing things, but at the 
same time they’re horrifying. No 
one should have to live like that.”
Hemler also has plans on sending 
clothes to families and orphanages 
in Uganda. She is currently working 
with senior undeclared major M.J. 
Ssendagirwa to deliver the clothes 
to Ugandans in need.
Originally, Hemler planned on 
donating the clothes to poor work-
ers in Saudi Arabia, but a month 
ago, she decided to partner with 
the NOF when complications arose.
“The main reason behind the 
inability to send clothing into Saudi 
Arabia is because imports into the 
country are heavily scrutinized,” 
Hemler said.
Hemler lived in Dhahran, Saudi 
Arabia for 13 years. She moved to 
the United States in 1998.
As an early teen she participat-
ed in a clothing drive organized 
by her faith community. The drive 
provided clothing to poor workers. 
Hemler attributed her idea for the 
NOF project to this.
“The clothes drive was a huge 
success, and all the men were quite 
pleased to see that people cared 
about them and their situations,” 
Hemler said.
The contractors in Saudi Arabia 
that were hired to do manual labor 
received less than $100 a month to 
send back to their families, accord-
ing to Hemler.
She never forgot the impact it 
made on these men.
“One of the men told me that 
this would be enough to save 
about two weeks of work for his 
family back home,” Hemler said.




What was your experience 
with the Burundian genocide? 
It began in 1972. Educated Hutus were 
the first to be targeted, and I lost all of 
my uncles. I grew up without mentors. 
In 1988, more killings occurred, which 
led to my husband being assassinated 
in 1989.
how old were you when you 
had these experiences, and 
how did your age affect them? 
I was in junior high school, so 12 or 13. I 
did not understand the politics of what 
was happening. It was many months of 
tragedy, pain and confusion. 
how did you and your family 
make it through these expe-
riences? We had to survive it. We 
had both an individual and combined 
resolve to keep going. We all have a 
strong spirit and a strong will to live. 
We thought that we lost my baby sis-
ter, that she was dead. We looked and 
prayed for her and after three months, 
we found her alive. 
When and why did you come 
to the united states? I came in 
1989 to go to school. I needed to get 
out of Burundi. I was nominated for a 
Fulbright scholarship, which normally 
does not happen. I was awarded the 
scholarship and was allowed to bring 
my 3- and 4-year-old children with me, 
which is also very unusual.
What made you want to start 
speaking about your experi-
ences? The feelings and being able 
to speak about it takes time. It is all 
part of the healing process, and I am 
still not completely comfortable with it, 
but I feel like it is my responsibility to be 
the voice of the other victims. I want to 
increase awareness and inspire action. 
What role do you think global 
and local communities should 
play in genocide prevention? 
They need to be truthful. Sometimes 
we don’t tell the truth to ourselves and 
each other. Don’t play the avoidance 
game; ask critical, sensitive questions 
about oppression, exclusion and eco-
nomic gain. Every community needs 
to have an educational purpose. 
Education plays an important role 
in genocide prevention. Communi-
ties have the power to transform. The 
power is in our hands. 
Why do you think acts of geno-
cide are so prevalent? I believe 
it is because we have perpetuated sys-
tems of oppression that exclude some 
while keeping others in power. People 
turn the other way and don’t confront 
the issue. We really need to start caring. 
Communities have neglected to teach 
or promote love for others. They also do 
not validate diversity. 
do you think peace and tol-
erance education will help 
eliminate acts of genocide? Yes. 
We can turn the tide by engaging in crit-
ical conversations that will help figure 
out the reasons for genocide. We need 
to affirm and validate every human’s 
right to live.
What is one thing that you 
would like students to take 
away from your presenta-
tion?  I hope every person will 
leave with a quest for change. I 
hope they will leave with at least 
the beginning of how he or she will 
act differently to make a change.
ContaCt Rebecca Crossan 
at crossarr@dukes.jmu.edu.
Going the extra miles
Senior organizes clothes drive for orphans in Nicaragua; 30 volunteers to travel there to deliver donations
photos courtesy of shea paiNe
LEFT While in Nicaragua last year, junior Shea Paine met several orphans she now hopes to help with a clothes drive held 
in December. “No one should have to live like that,” she said. RIGHT Paine paints the wall of an orphanage in Nicaragua.
DukES on DuTy
alumni couple deployed to iraq together in august 2010
TOP JMu alumni hold a flag at a military base in 
southern Iraq. BOTTOM Cpt. Greg Bronstein (left), 1st 
Lt. Amanda Sharp and Cpt. Louis Ginn travel through 
kuwait. Bronstein graduated from JMu in 2008.
photos courtesy of amaNda sharp 
elavie Ndura, Burundian genocide 
survivor and peace education scholar, 
spoke at Warren hall yesterday to tell her 
story.  she spoke about social justice and 
the role of local and global communities 
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door and finally opening it, the 
three men crawled out, gasp-
ing for air. They were up to 
their necks in the water.
The man in the gunner on 
the top of the vehicle dislo-
cated his shoulder severely 
because he slammed his body 
against the top of the vehicle. 
The three men inside were 
shook up by their brush with 
death, but not injured.
In another harrowing sit-
uation, Sharp was working 
outside when a rocket landed 
nearby, killing people standing 
next to her. It was a close call 
for Sharp.
Later that night, Sharp 
called Ginn to let him know 
she was OK. 
“I was really happy to hear 
she was safe,” Ginn said.
Ginn and Sharp returned 
home on Aug. 4.
“I was very relieved and 
thankful to be leaving Iraq,” 
Sharp said. “Once my husband 
and I got back to Fort Hood, it 
felt like a huge weight was lift-
ed from my shoulders.”
Sharp said it was bitter-
sweet, because two soldiers 
she knew were killed in action.
However, the casualities in 
Iraq will decline because Pres-
ident Barack Obama made an 
announcement to remove all 
the Iraqi troops by 2012.
Ginn supports Obama’s 
decision to take the troops out 
of Iraq, especially because he’s 
had experience over there.
“It’s time, and the Iraq-
is are as ready as they’re 
going to be,” Ginn said. “I’m 
not saying the removal is 
a good or a bad thing, I’m 
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from front
Hwang, Do said, was a 
breathtaking dancer.
“She’s been through so 
much in life, yet she pushed 
herself every day to succeed 
and live with optimism,” Do 
said.
Hw a n g  w a s  i n  t h e 
National Honor Society and 
National Art Honor Soci-
ety while at W.T. Woodson 
High School, according to 
WUSA9.
A Facebook memorial 
page has been created for 
Hwang. 
One message written 
on the wall by Ethan Nie-
wold read, “Jane. You sat 
in front of me in GENG236. 
Whenever I forgot to bring a 
notecard for the quizzes, you 
would always give me one. 
Despite the fact that these 
were our only interactions 
aside from a few sarcastic 
laughs, I could tell you were 
a very smart and happy girl. 
I’m sorry I never got to know 
you outside of our notecard 
exchange, and now I never 
can. RIP, truly.”
Kerchina Johnson, a 
student at East Caroline 
University, said in an email 
she had been Hwang’s best 
friend since fourth grade.
“I think what made her 
most beautiful was her 
heart,” Johnson said. “Even 
when Jane didn’t want to, 
she would always be there in 
a heartbeat for her friends.”
After the accident, stu-
dents streamed from all 
corners of campus to gather 
at the steps of Godwin Hall 
just after midnight to mourn 
the loss of another mem-










The SGA held a memori-
al and candlelit ceremony on 
Nov. 6 to remember Mausteller. 
Index cards were given to those 
who attended to write down 
their memories of Mausteller. 
The cards were collected and 
put into a scrapbook, which was 
given to Mausteller’s family. 
“I think JMU has become a 
much more somber environ-
ment, but at the same time, 
we’re just all filled with such 
great hope because we’ve seen 
what each of these people have 
done for JMU,” said Katie Sim-
mons, a junior interdisciplinary 
liberal studies major. “While I 
think it is really sad and hard to 
deal with, I think it is also really 
inspiring.”
President Linwood Rose also 
sent out an email to the JMU 
community to offer words of 
comfort and wisdom.  
 “As a family would, we should 
first reach out to those most 
immediately touched by the 
departure of a loved one and 
offer our support in coping with 
the loss,” Rose said in the email.
Rachael Donnelly, a fresh-
man biology major, believes 
JMU will stick together.
“It’s really a sad time for 
everyone, but it still shows how 
strong we are,” Donnelly said. 
“Everyone keeps saying, ‘Don’t 
take anything for granted.’ ” 
Nathan Scholz, a sophomore 
history major, wrote and post-
ed a song on YouTube called, 
“For All of Our Fallen Dukes,” in 
honor of these people.
Although he didn’t know any 
of the lost Dukes personally, 
Scholz wanted to create a song 
to help support the community.
“It finally just kind of struck 
me how many at JMU we’ve 
lost,” Scholz said. “It was kind 
of just a weird inspirational 
moment.” 
In part of the song he sings, 
“Every day is a gift, so don’t 
become enchanted.” 
Throughout these difficult 
times, JMU clubs and organiza-
tions have also reached out to 
ease the community’s grieving. 
Kristin McGregor, an intern 
for Campus Crusade for Christ, 
said the organization has made 
an effort to reach out to the 
community. 
“We’re just trying to come 
alongside the campus during 
this tragedy, to care for the stu-
dents and the campus and the 
faculty,” McGregor said. “We are 
also trying to be a presence and 
be a part of that even if we don’t 
know those who have passed 
away.” 
She also said this much trag-
edy causes people to have a lot 
of questions about faith. 
“I think that more spiritu-
al conversations have been 
brought up anytime someone 
dies,” McGregor said. “People 
question why did this happen, 
and where is this person going?” 
Amanda Garber, a pastor for 
RISE, a Christian community in 
Harrisonburg, wants the com-
munity to know it’s not alone in 
grieving. 
“The No. 1 thing we want the 
community to hear is that we 
are here, and that you are loved,” 
Garber said.
She believes it’s extremely 
important to count on others to 
help deal with this grief.
“Great healing happens 
when we open our arms to 
each other,” Garber said. 
“To live in community and 
say, ‘You are not alone, I 
am here, — it’s empathy.”
ContaCt Kelsey Beckett 
at becketka@dukes.jmu.edu.
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions 
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail 
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current 
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1. My parents claim they didn’t 
do it on purpose, but my initials 
spell SAM, which happens to 
be my nickname.
2. I believe that any drink out 
of a Styrofoam cup tastes better. 
3. It sounds corny, but I have 
the best roommates ever.
4. Call me a wimp, but I hate 
scary movies and refuse to 
watch them.
5.  I love painting. It is my 
favorite thing to do, and I wish 
I could find more time to do it.
6. My dream job is to be the 
creative director for a company 
or to own a design firm.
7. I am a first-generation col-
lege student and am really 
excited to graduate in May.
8. I have an amazing family 
and don’t know what I would 
do without them.
9. I worked three jobs this 
summer. One of them was an 
internship at the Virginian-
Pilot, a newspaper based in 
Norfolk.
10. I have lived a gluten-free 
lifestyle for about six months 
because of celiac disease. 
I really miss a good slice of 
pizza.
Samantha McDonald is 
senior studio art major. 
Contact Samantha at 
breezegraphics@gmail.com.
Meet the editor
Graphics Editor: samantha mcdonald
we think it’s important for you to be able to learn about 
the people who edit your newspaper. Each week, we will 
introduce you to one of our editors so you can put a face 
to the paper we publish.
A “that’s-what-i-really-
needed” pat to the barista 
at Starbucks for still making 
me a hot chocolate when I 
couldn’t find my JACard.
From an awkward 
freshman who was too 
confused and embarrassed to 
realize what was happening 
to say thank you.
A “way-to-go-all-out-in-
No-Shave-November” pat 
to the car parked at the soccer 
game Friday with a large 
mustache on the hood.
From a girl who wishes her 
car was as manly as yours.
A “but-i’m-just-as-fun-
as-downtown” dart to my 
self-proclaimed friend who is 
finally turning 21 and who will 
leave me for the bar scene.
From her friend who 
knows just how badly she 
wants to receive a pat, but 
will have to settle for a dart.
A “you-rock-my-world” 
pat to the girl of my dreams 
for staying with me for these 
last three amazing years.
From a boy who considers 
himself a winner every time 
he looks at you.
A “nice-read” pat to JMU for 
now providing The New York 
Times in Carrier as another 
way to make us informed and 
enlightened citizens.
From two seniors who can 
now rejoin the “real world” 
with knowledge outside our 
JMU bubble.
A “you-can’t-hold-us-
down-death” pat to the 
JMU community.
From a campus that will 
forever bleed purple.
A “what-a-surprise” pat 
to the lady helping a mouse 
through Duke Dog Alley.
From a girl who thinks 
it’s nice to see you doing the 
small things in life.
A “wow-you’re-awesome” 
pat to the girl who found my 
JACard during crunch time. 
From a senior who really 
didn’t want to graduate with 
a black JAC.
A “blow-out-your-own-
ears” dart to the guy playing 
his loud music.
From a girl who is too 
young to be deaf.
darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily 
reflect the truth.





SaNdy JollES |  guest columnist
Much needed break almost here 
I’ve noticed at JMU that 
certain discussions surface 
periodically. Some of these 
topics are about the latest 
weekend drama, and some 
of the topics are campus-wide 
complaints (re: the gates). 
The most frequent com-
plaint I’ve heard over the past 
few days? We don’t have a fall 
break.
Many schools do. But some, 
like JMU, just skip straight to 
Thanksgiving. Unlike JMU, 
some schools don’t even 
make up for the absence of 
fall break with an extended 
Thanksgiving Break.
Most students in Virginia 
probably pick in-state uni-
versities because of our great 
selection of colleges and 
competitive tuition. So, most 
students slide into Virginia 
universities. 
Many Virginia schools, like 
the University of Virginia, the 
College of William & Mary, 
Virginia Tech and George 
Mason University, receive a 
nice weeklong fall break. 
This week gives just enough 
time for each student to soak 
up as much time as they can 
with both family and friends. 
The fact that a 
few schools within 
proximity to jmu have 
a fall break gives us 
the delusion that all 
universities follow suit. 
One of the principal con-
cepts that feeds our need for 
a fall break stems from other 
public Virginia schools that 
appear to offer one. The fact 
that a few schools within 
proximity to JMU have a fall 
break gives us the delusion 
that all universities follow 
suit. 
With both my siblings 
having attended New York 
schools, specifically Syra-
cuse University and New York 
State University, the breaks 
were bleaker than ours. In 
many private universities, 
students put up with the lack 
of a fall break and a longer 
Thanksgiving. 
In that context, it’s jus-
tifiable to throw around a 
complaint or two. When I 
brought up the prospect of fall 
break, my parents and siblings 
practically scoffed at me.
For many of us freshmen, it 
may seem a godsend to kick 
our feet up and enjoy our 
family’s company.
It may seem especially wel-
come during the transition 
from family that’s around all 
the time, to a world chock-full 
of college students. But then 
again, doesn’t Thanksgiving 
primarily circle around fam-
ily? We get a break, we get the 
pre-Christmas spirit and our 
fair share of family time. All 
that time mixed together beats 
any break falling in the middle 
of the semester. 
Back in high school, the 
Thanksgiving Break felt 
clipped; it gave us a couple  of 
days before a sudden transi-
tion back to classes.
As with any perk or priv-
ilege, there are scores of 
students staring at us through 
jealous eyes. Believe it or not, 
we have hit a lottery in our pro-
longed Thanksgiving. Maybe 
it’s time we look around. There 
are thousands of colleges in 
the United States, and many 
of them could only dream of 
a fall break.
By now, the complaints 
should have reached their 
expiration date. We have now 
far surpassed the window of 
a fall break, and we are com-
ing into the final stretch of the 
semester. 
So come Thanksgiving Day 
and Black Friday, while other 
students are scrambling and 
rushing back to classes, you 
can rest assured that you get 
a whole week in the nest.
Sandy Jolles is a freshman 
media arts & design 
major. Contact Sandy at    
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.
JMU students’ wait for a long Thanksgiving Break makes not having a fall break worth it
ryaN WaldroN |  guest columnist
New wind energy addition good idea
People have been harness-
ing the natural power of the 
wind for thousands of years. 
Records indicate that it was 
around 3200 B.C. when the 
ancient Egyptians developed 
the sail, allowing the first 
exploration and trade among 
nations, according to the Ora-
cle ThinkQuest Education 
Foundation. 
In fact, by 1000 A.D., the 
Vikings had explored and 
conquered the North Atlan-
tic with the essential help of 
the wind. 
In our day and age, we 
have the knowledge and abil-
ity to transform wind power 
into just about anything with 
the use of wind turbines. 
Wind turbines gather energy 
with every wind-propelled 
rotation and convert this 
natural energy into electrical 
energy through the use of a 
transformer. 
From here, the possibilities 
are endless: Anything powered 
by electricity could initially 
start with the wind.
Although wind energy has 
been used for centuries, the 
development of wind farms 
has been relatively new. It 
was only 1980 when the first 
wind farm, consisting of 20 
wind turbines, was installed 
on the shoulder of Crotched 
Mountain in southern New 
Hampshire. 
from here, the 
possibilities are 
endless: anything 
we use electricity to 
power could initially 
start with the wind.
In other words, this is the 
beginning of a new, booming 
industry that will create poten-
tially millions of jobs over the 
next several years. 
As reported in The Breeze on 
Nov. 10, it seems JMU is head-
ing the same way. The article 
explains that integrated sci-
ence and technology majors 
have the opportunity to work 
hands-on with a wind turbine 
on JMU’s campus.  It’s a great 
idea that JMU is taking part in 
this energy revolution.
According to the article, 
over the next several months, 
Facilities Management will be 
partnering with JMU’s ISAT 
department to construct a new 
wind turbine in the parking 
lot across from East Campus 
Library. This one will be 120 
feet — compared to the 80-foot 
turbine built in 2004 — and 
will produce more energy. 
The principal investiga-
tor on the contract, “What 
we want to accomplish is to 
stand up and support training 
for those who are interested 
in getting into the small wind 
industry,” according to ISAT 
professor Jonathan Miles.
I believe Miles has the right 
idea. As the world contin-
ues through its energy crisis, 
it only makes sense to look 
for alternative forms of clean 
energy. The harmful practices 
of offshore drilling, hydraulic 
fracturing for natural gas and 
Canadian tar sands production 
are not only short-term fixes, 
but are also poisonous to the 
earth and environment. I do 
recognize that our way of life 
relies on these forms of energy, 
but it’s time we start looking for 
better alternatives.
Isn’t it time to wean our-
selves off the exploitation of 
limited resources and start 
a new industry? Besides, in 
times when the main objec-
tive is to put Americans back 
to work, what better way than 
with a new, healthy and clean 
industry?
It’s time for human inno-
vation to take over. We have 
witnessed the devastat-
ing effects over the fight for 
remaining oil, and it’s clear 
our way of life needs to change. 
Therefore, I salute JMU in its 
efforts to effectively change the 
world. The best way to start is 
through education. 
Ryan Waldron is a junior 
writing, rhetoric & 
technical communication 
major. Contact Ryan at    
waldrorf@dukes.jmu.edu.






We would like to respond to the current debate on our Face-
book page regarding the incident that happened Tuesday night. 
The Breeze posted two photographs from the steps of Godwin Hall 
showing the scene of the accident. In these wide shots, few objects 
can be distinguished. 
There is clearly a fire truck and multiple police cars surrounded 
by caution tape. There is no bus or body shown in the photographs. 
It was merely taken and displayed to give our readers an indication 
of the accident’s location. We believe that this photograph is taste-
ful and informative for those in the JMU community who wanted 
to know the details of this tragic event.  
For those who found the photograph to be insensitive, we apolo-
gize for any offense it may have caused. As the student newspaper 
for this campus and community, it is our job to cover the news in a 
thorough and respectful manner. This horrific accident occurred in 
the center of our campus and has already affected many students. 
We would be remiss to not cover every detail of this event to the 
best of our abilities. 
As students and members of this community, we grieve with the 
rest of you. This tragedy is something we treat very seriously and 
attempt to cover with decency and grace. 
For those of you who supported our decision, either publicly or 
privately, we thank you. But we do want to refocus our attention to 
the loss of a member of our community rather than starting a debate 
over a photograph. We will continue to do everything in our power 
to keep the JMU community informed, and our hearts go out to our 
peers, faculty and staff as we attempt to overcome this challenging 
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Coffeehouse and Cocktail Lounge
Featuring 20 types of  cocktails!
47 West Court Square, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.artfuldodger.org
Harrisonburg’s Best Ice Cream
New flavors every week
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.klinesdairybar.com
Authentic Mexican Cuisine
Locations from New Market to Staunton
Tuesdays: All you can eat special.
555-1212, www.yummy.org
Pizza Straight from Italy
Great spot for families
123 Main Street, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.pizza4me.org
You’ve Gotta Try Our Burgers





123 Staunton Street, Staunton
555-1212, www.Baja.org
Celebrating 30 Years
Great sandwiches at a great price
321 Main Street, Lexington
555-1212, www.macados.org
Best Barbecue in Harrisonburg 
Pork, beef  and all the fixins.
56 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.bbq.org
Down-Home Cooking
Chicken, beef, seafood and more





A new advertising section 
featuring local dining in 
Port & Main.
Reach our local, affluent 
student and faculty readers 




Each ad is 1 inch by 3.264 inches wide. 
Ad includes four lines of text (35 charac-
ters max on each line), plus your logo.
540.568.6127   
thebreezeads@gmail.com
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
These ads are designed to enhance your ROP ads by 





TEXT DUKES TO 96362 FOR 
DEALS AND DISCOUNTS
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
JAC =buy o e entree &                 
get one free! 
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865 Port Republic Rd.
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I’M CELINA. I HAVE PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY,  
SO MY LIFE DEPENDS ON YOUR PLASMA DONATION. 
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Zombies, creepers, the color 
orange and sketchy lab experi-
ments involving humans were 
present at JMU on Tuesday night.
All of these elements were 
shown in one-minute increments 
at the SMAD Club’s 1-Minute Film 
Festival, held at Grafton-Stovall 
Theater Tuesday night.
This year is the first year the 
SMAD Club has held the festival. 
The idea originated from a film 
festival in Ireland the club presi-
dent, Susie Myers, attended this 
past summer.
“It just seemed like a really 
cool way to bring the community 
together,” Myers, a senior media 
arts and design major, said.
There are only a few rules con-
testants must follow. It must all 
be original content and are lim-
ited to around one minute long. 
Any JMU student was eligible to 
enter, regardless of major. SMAD 
Club members were also encour-
aged to join.
“It doesn’t have to be fancy or 
technical,” Myers said. “I think a 
lot of people thought you had to be 
technically advanced to do it, but 
we were saying you could send in 
a video of your friends dancing or 
anything fun and kooky like that.”
The 21 videos submitted were 
judged by two SMAD professors, 
Shelly Hokanson and assistant 
professor Shaun Wright and one 
student, Jon Combs, a senior 
SMAD major. They were judged 
before the film festival on techni-
cal skill, creativity, use of time, plot 
and overall quality of the film. The 
SMAD Club announced a first-, 
second- and third-place winner 
after showing all of the films at 
the festival.
The first-place winner, fresh-
man SMAD major Schyler Bogert, 
submitted a film called “Leave a 
Legacy.” His video was about mak-
ing sure to leave a mark before you 
die.
“It was just an idea I had one 
day,” Bogert said. “I thought about 
how life is so short, and it would be 
really cool if I could sum this up in 
a minute and try to communicate 
the urgency to do things.”
Bogert started working on his 
video this spring and recently 
wrapped it up.
“I could’ve done it in probably 
two weeks, but there was such a 
big gap of time in the process that 
it took me a lot longer,” Bogert 
said.
Bogert received a Sony Blog-
gie camera as his prize. The other 
prizes included a $20 gift cer-
tificate to Clementine Café for 
second place and a $10 gift card 
to iTunes for third.
Jeffrey Thelin, an undeclared 
freshman, walked away with sec-
ond place for his video, “Laundry 
Day,” which depicted a zombie 
attack in a dorm building. “JMU 
Safety Patrol,” a video that paro-
died on-campus cadets made by 
Joey Cathey, a freshman SMAD 
major, took third.
One filmmaker, freshman 
SMAD major David Bittner, 
worked for a total of about seven 
weeks on his video. Because the 
contest had a five-video submis-
sion limit for each person, Bittner 
separated his six-minute-long film 
into five parts, each a little more 
than a minute long. 
“The time limit was hard 
to adhere to,” Bittner said. “It 
couldn’t have been done in a min-
ute, because I would have had to 
write a whole new screenplay. I 
was lucky that they let five sub-
missions per person.”
The time limit was also difficult 
for Bradley Roukis and Grant Bell, 
both senior SMAD majors who 
worked together on a film.
“We hardly filmed much of 
anything and still had to cut more 
than we thought we would,” Rou-
kis said.
Bell added that, while it was 
challenging, it helped them grow 
as filmmakers.
Roukis and Bell spent about 
three hours total on their video.
“It was kind of a last-minute 
thing, but I think it turned out all 
right,” Bell said.
The SMAD Club is hoping to do 
the film festival again next year. 
Bittner said he anticipates enter-
ing again.
“I’ve wanted to be a director 
for a while; it’s all I’ve ever known 
to be,” Bittner said. “At my high 
school I was the film guy, so when 
I came to JMU, that didn’t change 
much. Next year, I’m ready.”
contact Beth Wertz at 
wertz2em@dukes.jmu.edu.
According to Wikipedia, a “term 
of endearment” is a word, phrase or, 










this film would indicate that its title is 
misleading and entirely false. 
I’ve always been under the 
impression that “Terms of 
Endearment” is considered to be one 
of the saddest movies of all time. I’ve 
heard stories of grown men weeping 
after watching it, and it’s been the 
subject of countless pop culture 
references to real pain and heartache. 
What baffles me is that, as a self-
proclaimed “crier,” I didn’t feel the 
slightest pang of sadness for any 
character in this film. 
First, there’s Aurora Greenway 
(Shirley MacLaine), an overprotective 
mother in her 50s who likes to kiss 
her daughter on the lips and shakes 
her baby girl awake to make sure 
she’s breathing. Some may take this 
as a sign of motherly worry, but I 
viewed it as practically child abuse. If 
you want to make sure your daughter 
is breathing, wouldn’t you just listen 
to her breathing rather than violently 
shaking her to wake up? 
Aurora also likes to seduce 
multiple men, but the only one 
she actually seems to care about 
is the pot-bellied Lothario Garrett 
Breedlove (Jack Nicholson), whose 
name alone should have told her he is 
bad news. Garrett is a drunken former 
astronaut with little care for others 
unless they have the proper curves. 
He tries to redeem himself toward 
the end of the movie by appealing to 
Aurora’s old age and loneliness to fill 
his own dependency issues. 
Aurora’s daughter, Emma (Debra 
Winger), is a paranoid woman who 
marries a man she soon grows out of 
love with and occasionally commits 
adultery and public displays of child 
abuse at the same time. Her children 
don’t seem to care about her, which 
isn’t a shock because she tends to 
either beat them or ignore them while 
either fighting with her husband, 
carrying his next child or both. 
With a husband named Flap (Jeff 
Daniels), Emma probably should 
have known that he would cheat on 
her, too. I found it fascinating that 
not only did no one comment on 
his bizarre name, but that women 
seemed to find a man named Flap 
desirable. I felt even less sympathy 
toward Emma as the movie went on 
because she not only cheated on her 
husband, but continued to go back 
to him after having evidence he was 
doing the same. 
It’s this twisted web of characters 
with few morally redeeming qualities 
that ultimately leads to the tragedy, 
which presented itself in the final 
20 minutes of a two-hour-and-
12-minute film. By the time I had 
forced myself to endure all this 
“endearment,” I only found myself 
counting the minutes till the film 
ended. Though the film’s been billed 
as a “tear jerker,” the characters’ 
final climatic moment of supposed 
sadness is abruptly cut to a happier 
scene, leaving no room for a tear to 
even form. 
For those of you die-hard “Terms 
of Endearment” fans who may hate 
me for writing this, all I have to say is, 
how do you think I feel? It’s because 
of people like you that I was forced to 
watch it.   
Favorite quote:  “You are not 
special enough to overcome a bad 
marriage.” — Aurora Greenway 
(Shirley MacLaine) to her daughter
Next issue: “Goodfellas”
“And you call yourself a critic …” is 
a weekly column written by Rachel 
Dozier, The Breeze’s managing 
editor and a senior media arts 
& design major. Each column is 
part of her 13-week project to 
watch films considered “classics” 
she has never seen. For more 
entertainment news, check out 
her blog, “Honest | Unmerciful” 
(racheldozier.blogspot.com).
Life
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starring Shirley MacLaine, Debra 
Winger, Jack Nicholson
rotten tomatoes score 89%
Raising your voice
Gamers will be thankful for holiday titles






For video game players, it’s hard not to 
remember November. 
November traditionally sees a verifiable 
glut of quality releases, with favorite franchises 
returning with what’s presented as their biggest 
and best entries yet. This slew of releases can 
make it hard to tell what’s worth spending time 
and money on, so consider this a guide to what 
virtual worlds you should escape to over break.
Ultimate marvel vs. capcom 3 
Xbox 360, Ps3 (released nov. 15)
A fighting game so nice they released it 
twice in one year. And while the cynical can 
whine of cash grab as much as they want, 
upgrade does a lot to alleviate the flaws in 
one the most fun games of the year.
The introduction of 12 new playable 
characters brings the roster of fighters up 
to 50 and expanded online modes allow 
players to share the beautiful three-on-three 
chaos with up to six people. Behind-the-
scenes tweaks have made more characters 
viable while dialing down the frustrations 
of dealing with some of the unfairly strong 
members of the cast.
Best for fans of: Saturday morning 
cartoons followed by late-night “Street 
Fighter” sessions.
see Games, page A8
Sheryl Lee Ralph, famous for her role in Broadway’s 1982 production of 
“Dream Girls,” came to Wilson Hall on Monday night to open HiV/AiDS 
Awareness Week by discussing her nonprofit organization, DiVA.
becky suLLivan / contributing PhotograPher
Among the holiday games that will release next week are 1. “Ultimate Marvel v. capcom 3,” 2. “Halo Anniversary 
edition,” 3. “Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword,” 4. “Assasin’s creed Revelations,” 5. “Rayman: origins.”
By Katelynn lee
contributing writer
Sheryl Lee Ralph not only spoke 
about HIV/AIDS — she also sang. 
About 800 students gathered in 
Wilson Auditorium on Monday eve-
ning to hear the Broadway star’s 
story. Ralph used her Broadway tal-
ents when she sang an original song 
about her experience with people 
with HIV/AIDS.
“I am a woman. I am an artist. I 
know where my voice belongs,” Ralph 
sang. 
Ralph began her career on Broad-
way and was nominated in 1982 for 
a Tony Award for best actress for her 
role as Deena Jones in “Dream Girls.” 
She has released an album, “In The 
Evening,” and starred in various tele-
vision and film roles including “The 
District” and “Moesha.” 
Ralph is the producer and creator 
of Divinely, Inspired, Victorious, an 
international nonprofit organiza-
tion founded in 1990 as a memorial 
to the many friends she lost to HIV 
and related illnesses. Ralph uses her 
voice as a medium to inform and 
reduce the shame that is attached to 
this disease. 
After witnessing her friends 
d i e ,  R a l p h  d e c i d e d  t o  c r e -
ate an organization to inform 
p e o p l e  a b o u t  t h e  e p i d e m i c .
see hiV, page A8
Singer creatively presents HIV/ AIDS stories, struggles
Photo 1 courtesy of caPcom, Photo 2 343 stuDios, Photo 3 nintenDo, Photos 4 anD 5 ubisoft
samantha mcDonaLD / the breeze
Busy November release season offers  feast of new entries including new  ‘Halo’ and ‘Zelda’ games
Club hosts one-minute 
film festival 
Video Game reVieWs
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edition Xbox 360 (released 
Nov. 15)
It’s been a decade since the 
original “Halo” proved that 
shooter games could work on 
a console and single-handedly 
made the Xbox into a must-
have. Revisiting the landmark 
title shows just how much 
has changed (courtesy of a 
shiny new coat of paint) while 
showing just how compelling 
the series’ original entry was.
It’s just how you remember 
it, with all the highs of single-
player and multiplayer 
preserved.
And if you need to see just 
how much has changed, the 
ability to switch between the 
new graphics and the original 
in real time will satisfy both 
the purist and the curious.
Best for fans of: Reliving 
those bygone innocent days of 
shooting aliens in the face
legend of Zelda: 
Skyward Sword Wii 
(release date Nov. 20)
The first original “Zelda” 
title on a home console in 
five years also arrives just in 
time for the franchise’s 25th 
anniversary.
“Skyward Sword” maintains 
the series’ traditional 
structure, so players will guide 
Link through dungeons, find 
new weapons and eventually 
save the day. 
But the addition of full-
motion controls, courtesy of 
the required Wii Motion Plus 
accessory, that match exactly 
to players’ movement turn 
even the most pedestrian 
arrow shot or sword slice into 
a gripping experience. 
The series’ devious puzzles 
also play with these new 
conventions to make some 
real head-scratchers.
Best for fans of: Cleaning, as 
gamers rush to dust off their 
Wii
Assassin’s Creed 
Revelations Xbox 360, PS3, 
PC (released Nov. 15)
The third “Assassin’s 
Creed” game in three years 
culminates the story of Ezio 
Auditore started in 2009’s 
“Assassin’s Creed 2.” 
The “Assassin’s Creed” 
games have always been about 
“location, location, location,” 
and this third entry in the Ezio 
trilogy finds him scouring 
Constantinople for the 
memories of original franchise 
star Altair. 
The game promises to close 
off character arcs through 
flashbacks while setting the 
stage for next year’s proper 
sequel.
Expect more free-
running, sneaking and 
Renaissance-inspired 
gadgetry, as well as an 
expansion of the surprisingly 
solid multiplayer introduced 
in “Assassin’s Creed: 
Brotherhood.”  
Best for fans of: Vaguely 
historical homicide
Rayman: Origins 
Xbox 360, PS3, Wii (released 
Nov. 15)
Rayman has had his 
franchise usurped from him, 
as the “Raving Rabbids” games 
on the Wii pushed him away 
from the spotlight. 
“Rayman: Orgins” makes 
a graceful and purposeful 
statement that should return 
the limbless back into the 
limelight with this year’s 
most charming and polished 
platformer.
While the first thing to 
note is the gorgeous art style 
(backgrounds and characters 
were hand-drawn and 
scanned into the game), 
the biggest surprise is that 
it plays as well as it looks. 
Rayman runs, jumps and 
glides with the finesse and 
precision that will leave a 
certain Italian returning to 
his day job.
Best for fans of: Fanatic 
French fun
COntACt Jeff Wade at 
breezearts@gmail.com












HiV |  Singer urges students to get 
tested, because ‘silence will not heal’
from page A7
“I have witnessed with my 
own eyes people dying from 
this epidemic, so I decided to 
do something about it,” Ralph 
said. 
Today, DIVA is the longest 
running HIV/AIDS move-
ment in the country, Ralph 
said. 
“When it comes to HIV and 
AIDS, people have kept their 
mouth shut for too long,” 
Ralph said. “Silence will not 
heal this deathly epidemic.” 
During her time on Broad-
way,  Ralph remembers 
hearing how gay men were 
dying all around New York 
City. 
Ralph soon became aware 
of the prevalence of this 
deadly virus.
“Back in the worst time of 
the ’80s there was no dying 
process,” Ralph said. “The 
silence that fell over these 
men and women as they suf-
fered and died was unreal. 
After someone would die, no 
one would say anything.” 
Ralph said many of her 
friends would die after being 
sick for only one day. 
“No one chose to get tested 
back then,” Ralph said. 
Throughout her speech, 
Ralph urged students to get 
tested instead of ignoring 
their sickness.
“This virus is brilliant; it 
can get into any part of your 
body and hide,” Ralph said. 
“People around the world 
do not want to get tested 
because they are afraid of 
their own past behavior.”
Ralph challenged students 
to find an appropriate way to 
talk to their friends directly 
about why getting tested is 
a vital part of their health. 
“This is part of students’ 
everyday lives, and students 
need to hear how not to mini-
mize this issue,” said Anne 
Simmons, outreach director 
of Student Life and Wellness. 
Students appreciated how 
Ralph used entertainment to 
spread her message.
“The way Sheryl Lee Ralph 
mixed humor and modern 
slang into her speech was 
really relatable and helped 
keep students interested,” 
said Melodie Basso, a soph-
omore justice studies major. 
“I could not wait to hear what 
she was going to say next.” 
While one in 500 college 
students are infected with 
HIV, it’s hard to get an exact 
figure for JMU, because of 
the lack of reported cases 
and because many people 
don’t get tested, said Dr. Todd 
Sabato, an assistant professor 
of health sciences. 
Sabato worked alongside 
Madison Equality, lead-
ing study abroad programs 
to Africa for health scienc-
es majors to see the effects 
of HIV/AIDS. He works to 
help students become more 
engaged in spreading infor-
mation about the epidemic. 
“We as JMU can improve 
our efforts toward solidarity 
and take effects to a global 
awareness. If we choose to 
turn the tide of HIV across 
the globe, people will see a 
change,” Sabato said.
Ralph’s event kicked off a 
week of HIV/Awareness. The 
Names Project AIDS Memo-
rial Quilt panel will be on 
display in the Forbes Center 
for the Performing Arts all 
week. 
There will also be free 
HIV testing all week where 
students  can receive a 
free JMU dining voucher. 
COntACt Katelynn Lee 
at leekn@dukes.jmu.edu.
“This virus is brilliant; 
it can get into 
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The Dukes have everything to 
lose in its last game before the 
playoff teams are selected, and 
they’re about to face an oppo-
nent who has nothing to lose 
this Saturday.
“If we win this, we’ll prob-
ably be in the playoffs, and if 
we lose we won’t, so we have 
everything riding on this game 
right now,” said starting middle 
linebacker Stephon Robertson.
No. 19 JMU (6-4, 4-3 Colo-
nial Athletic Association) is 
taking on the University of 
Massachusetts Minutemen 
(5-5, 3-4), who are leaving the 
CAA for the Division I Football 
Bowl Subdivision next season. 
In last year’s matchup against 
the Minutemen, the Dukes 
couldn’t respond to a fourth-
quarter touchdown by UMass, 
losing 21-14.
According to head coach 
Mickey Matthews, the Min-
u t e m e n  b a s e  ou t  o f  t h e 
I-formation.
“They have a great a tailback 
and a very big offensive line,” 
Matthews said. 
The Minutemen will start 
their third quarterback this 
season in redshirt freshman 
Raymond Pendagast. UMass 
is coming off a 35-17 loss to 
Villanova University, when 
Pendagast made his f irst 
career start, throwing for 237 
yards, a touchdown and an 
interception. 
In the backfield, the Min-
utemen will rely on Jonathan 
Hernandez, currently fourth 
in the CAA with 1,045 yards 
rushing. Hernandez averages 
105 yards per game and is the 
leading scorer for the Minute-
men with 12 out of the team’s 35 
touchdowns this season. 
In last year’s meeting, Her-
nandez rushed for 137 yards 
on 28 carries.
 “He did pretty good against 
us last year,” said redshirt 
senior defensive tackle Lamar 
Middleton.
The Minutemen have three 
seniors on their receiving corps 
that prove to be reliable tar-
gets on the field. Wide receiver 
Julian Talley has a team-leading 
54 receptions for 702 yards and 
four touchdowns. In addition, 
tight end Emil Igwenagu has 
36 receptions for 356 yards and 
three touchdowns. The third, 
Jesse Julmiste, has 499 receiv-
ing yards and 40 receptions.
On defense, UMass runs an 
odd-man front, and they blitz 
about 70 percent of the time, 
Matthews said.
The Minutemen defen-
sive line is led by redshirt 
sophomore Brandon Potvin 
and redshirt junior Charles 
Thompson, who have a com-
bined 60 tackles, eight tackles 
for a loss and three and a half 
sacks.
UMass’ defense is headed by 
senior linebacker and Blacks-
burg native Tyler Holmes, who 
leads the team with 104 tackles 
and five tackles for a loss, two 
sacks and an interception. 
The Dukes are entering their 
second week of playing with a 
playoff mentality.
“I think we played our best 
game against Rhode Island, 
and I think we’re close to peak-
ing right now,” Matthews said.
There is a noticeable buzz 
surrounding the football team 
and its chance of competing in 
postseason play. 
“We’re very excited,” said 
redshirt junior quarterback 
Justin Thorpe. “We haven’t 
been there in two years, and it 
would be a new experience for 
a lot of guys.”
The Dukes need to secure a 
postseason bid first, and from 
there, anything can happen in 
the FCS playoffs.
“Our plan is to win this 
next game, take it a game at 
a time, make it to the cham-
pionship and win it all,” said 
offensive lineman Earl Watford.
contact Tony Schaffner 
at schaffaj@dukes.jmu.edu.
NCAA round two heads to JMU
robert boag / the breeze
Senior defender Jason Gannon takes control while University of Delaware senior midfielder Evans Frimpong looks on. The Dukes will play Sunday at 5 p.m. 
By EmmiE clEvEland
The Breeze
Though the men’s soccer team 
lost in the Colonial Athletic Asso-
ciation conference semifinal, the 
team is the only one in the CAA 
to receive a first-round bye in the 
NCAA tournament.
University of Delaware won the 
CAA title, clinching the automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament and 
leaving JMU at the mercy of the 
NCAA selection gods. 
On Monday, the selection show 
announced JMU (12-4-2 overall, 8-3 
CAA) had not only been given an 
at-large bid but also a first-round 
bye. 
The No. 14-seeded Dukes will 
play Sunday at 5 p.m. as they host 
the winner of the game between 
Wake Forest University and the 
University of South Carolina.
“We kind of realized that these 
are two teams that are definitely 
beatable,” said sophomore defend-
er Gene Daniels, “and it’s just an 
opportunity for us, especially to 
beat them the round of 32. That’s 
three or four games, and you’re in 
the final four. You’re in the college 
cup.” 
Old Dominion University (7-3-1, 
12-5-1) and Georgia State Univer-
sity (6-5, 13-7-1) were also given 
at-large bids. But neither these two 
nor Delaware (6-4-1, 12-5-4) were 
given a first-round bye. 
“I think I was more excited for 
the seniors, because I would’ve 
hated for those guys to go in that 
fashion,” Daniels said. “I think I 
was just real happy for them, rath-
er than being more excited to get a 
bye over Delaware.”
Regardless of the opponent, JMU 
will have the edge of a home-field 
advantage. 
“People don’t like to play on our 
field because it’s obviously not the 
best quality field in the country,” 
said junior defender Paul Wyatt. 
“A lot of the teams that are in the 
NCAA tournament are used to play-
ing on bigger fields and fields with 
better playing surfaces, but we’re 
used to our field, and we obviously 
have a really good record on it this 
season.”
The Dukes were 9-0 in Harrison-
burg in the regular season. 
In the CAA tournament, JMU 
tied Delaware in the semifinals in 
double overtime. Delaware won 
5-4 in penalty kicks and advanced 
to the final, where it defeated ODU 
2-1. 
Despite playing on familiar turf, 
however, the Dukes will be missing 
the majority of their support, since 
Thanksgiving break begins Friday 
afternoon.  
“It’s frustrating that a lot of the 
see soccEr, page A10
Dukes to host second round, will play winner of wake forest versus USC




n middle tennessee state 
university, 8-3 win
n university of tennessee, 13-0 win
n coastal carolina 
university, 5-3 win
n Bethel university, 10-2 fall
*the breeze does not vet the results provided by the clubs. we encourage all JmU sports clubs to 
report results to breezesports@






n university of maryland 
Eastern shore @Jmu
Thursday, 7 p.m.




n georgia state university 
@delaware
CAA Volleyball First Round
Friday, 7 p.m.
n teams tBa @delaware
CAA Semifinals
Saturday, 7 p.m.








n la salle university @Jmu
Saturday, 3 p.m.
mEn’s soccEr
n wake forest university or 
university of south carolina
NCAA Tournament Second Round
Sunday, 5 p.m.
Samantha mcDonalD / the breeze
playErs to watch
on offEnsE:
#22 rB Jonathan hernandez: This 
redshirt senior has been the work-
horse for the UMass offense, as he’s 
scored 12 touchdowns — twice as 
many as any other offensive player on 
the team. Hernandez has rushed for 
1,045 yards on 246 carries this season .
#4 wr Jesse Julmiste: This speedy 
senior is the Minutemen’s second-
leading receiver with 40 receptions 
and 499 receiving yards this season. 
Julmiste is a dangerous kick returner, 
having brought back two kickoffs for 
touchdowns.
playErs to watch 
on dEfEnsE:
#27 dB darren thellen: At 6 feet 2 
inches tall and 207 pounds, Thellen is 
an elite combination of speed and size 
at free safety. He leads the secondary 
with 56 tackles. Thellen is also tied for 
first in the CAA with five interceptions 
and leads the CAA with 172 intercep-
tion return yards. 
#44 lB perry mcintyre: A Florida 
native and three-year starter for the 
Minutemen, McIntyre is currently sec-
ond on the team in tackles with 99. On 
top of that, McIntyre has been a dis-
ruptive force in the backfield for the 
Minutemen, as he has a team-leading 
11 tackles for a loss and six sacks.
Last game of the season 
could make or break 
Dukes’ chances at 
postseason play
scouting rEport
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You are invited to come to a screening of an 
award winning film titled 'Girlfriend' which 
centers around a young man with Down 
Syndrome who lives in a small town hard hit by 
the depressed economy. The main character is 
played by Evan Sneider who does have Down 
Syndrome. The story is compelling and Evan 
turns in a powerful performance. The film has 
received excellent reviews and won awards at 
several film festivals. The film is also one of 
the top 5 independent films in the US and 
Canada. Feel free to check out the film's 
website girlfriendmotionpicture.com for a 
movie trailer or the complete synopsis.
This screening is free to the public
When: Tuesday, November 29th 2011
Time: 7PM
Where: Memorial Hall Auditorium (Old Harrisonburg HS)
Parking Permitted in Lots C7, C8, C13
*Intended Audience: Ages 18 and up
COME WORK FOR 
THE BREEZE AS AN ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
AND GAIN REAL WORLD SALES EXPERIENCE
THIS IS WHAT WE DO
Sales Presentation to Best Buy in Minneapolis, MN  Nov 7, 2011. 
Owen Thomas, Jordan True, Dave Wales, Dan Devine. 
Conference champs return to home court
By stephen proffitt
contributing writer
Now with 200 wins under his 
belt, head coach Kenny Brooks 
is prepared to coach his team 
in the first home game of the 
season.
The JMU women’s basket-
ball team will take to the court 
tonight against the University 
of Maryland Eastern Shore. 
The Dukes will enter the Con-
vocation Center with two 
wins already secured against 
Quinnipiac University and 
American University. 
“We’re excited to come 
back,” Brooks said. “We’re 
going to unveil the [Colonial 
Athletic Association] champi-
onship banner, play in front of 
the home crowd and hopefully 
be able to give them a show.”
Sunday marked a milestone 
for Brooks. With the victory, 
he now has 200 wins in his 10 
years at JMU. In this span, he 
has made three NCAA tour-
nament appearances, while 
winning two CAA Champi-
onships in 2010 and 2011 and 
CAA Coach of the Year in 2007.
“Once the dust settled and 
the excitement of the actual 
game, it started to sink in a 
little bit of how much work 
we put into the program and 
how many great players, 
hard-working players and 
assistant coaches that have 
come through that have real-
ly helped us get this program 
back on the map,” Brooks said. 
Brooks and the Dukes 
enter the 2011-2012 season 
as two-time defending CAA 
champions. 
The Dukes were victorious 
Sunday at American in a dou-
ble-overtime thriller, a game 
that saw 12 ties and 15 lead 
changes. The Dukes went into 
the locker room at halftime 
with a small lead, but quickly 
lost it early as the Eagles kept 
the lead for much of the sec-
ond half.
But the Dukes finished the 
second half on a 17-8 run, 
eventually coming out on top 
with a 68-64 victory over the 
Eagles. 
“Winning on the road is so 
difficult,” said junior guard 
Tarik Hislop. 
Brooks appreciated the 
tough competition American 
gave his team.
“American is a very good 
basketball team,” Brooks said. 
“They’re picked to win their 
conference, so it was a great 
test for us.” 
The Dukes got career-high 
performances from Hislop 
and sophomore guard Kirby 
Burkholder. 
Hislop scored a 22 points, 
seven of which came in the 
overtime periods, while Burk-
holder earned her first career 
double-double with 19 points 
and 12 rebounds in the Dukes’ 
win. 
This season, the Dukes were 
picked in preseason voting to 
finish third in the conference 
behind University of Delaware 
and Virginia Commonwealth 
University.
“I put the pressure on Dela-
ware because they’re the ones 
that are preseason favorites to 
win it this year,” Brooks said. 
“We feel like we have as good 
a chance as anyone to win the 
championship.”
But that doesn’t mean the 
Dukes don’t have a lot of work 
to do. 
“We got a lot of areas we 
need to improve on before we 
can think that way, but from 
a talent standpoint, from [an] 
experience standpoint, we 
definitely have it. I think we’re 
going to be a much better bas-
ketball team in December 
and January than we are right 
now.”
The Dukes go into Thurs-
day’s home game with some 
weak spots.
“Executing, we’re still try-
ing to get the feel for each 
other,” said junior forward 
Nikki Newman. “Even when 
we get tired, we got to stay up 
and talk. It’s little stuff that will 
make big things happen.” 
With resources like film 
now available outside of just 
practices and scrimmages, the 
team can specifically pinpoint 
key areas to defeat UMES.
“The biggest thing is we 
have tape now,” Brooks said. 
“You have to be tough to win. 
We feel like we need to build 
some mental toughness.”
The team now looks for-
ward to getting on the court 
Thursday in front of the home 
crowd. 
“We love playing here,” New-
man said. “We have the best 
fans around. It’s our home 
court. This is our home.” 
Tipoff is scheduled for 7 
p.m. tonight at the Convoca-
tion Center. The game will 
be the first chance for fans 
to see the new Dukes of 2011. 
ContACt Stephen Proffitt 
at proffijs@dukes.jmu.edu.
   
from page A9
students will be away, and 
I’m sure a lot of the students 
would like to be here to see it, 
but that’s just the way it goes,” 
Wyatt said. “We’ll just have 
to keep winning and give the 
people more to cheer about 
later down the line.” 
In preparation for Sun-
day, the Dukes will focus 
on themselves — especially 
maintaining their fitness level 
— until Thursday night, when 
they find out who they’ll face.
After they find out, they will 
focus on scouting their oppo-
nent and adjusting to find the 
best way to play against them. 
JMU hasn’t been to an 
NC AA tournament since 
2005, when the  Dukes lost in 
the first round to Greensboro 
College. 
Last season, the Dukes had 
the assistance of C.J. Sapong 
— maybe one of the best to 
ever play at JMU, according to 
Martin. The forward graduat-
ed last spring and was drafted 
by Kansas City. Sapong went 
on to be named the MLS 
Rookie of the Year Nov. 8.
“Our playing style is a 
lot different than when we 
played with C.J.,” Wyatt said. 
“C.J.  was a class act.  We 
could look to give him the 
ball on every opportunity, 
and he could run and cause 
problems.” 
Although most would view 
losing Sapong as a deficit, 
the Dukes pulled together as 
a team to grow from it.
“Since he’s  gone now, 
we’ve all had to come togeth-
er, and we play a lot better as 
a team now,” Wyatt said. “You 
see goals coming from all over 
the field. You see different 
types of goals. You see differ-
ent build-up play.” 
That teamwork is what 
players say will continue their 
success.
“Obviously I wasn’t here 
last year, but I feel we just 
work so hard as a team,” said 
freshman midfielder Jon-
athan Barden. “Everyone 
comes together, and we just 
outwork teams. We’re all 
motivated to get out there and 
get the job done.” 
The University of North 
Carolina was picked as the 
top seed of the tournament, 
followed by Creighton Uni-
versity and the University 
of Connecticut. If JMU and 
UConn both advance Sun-
day, they could face each 
other in the third round. 
The matchup could presum-
ably be the Dukes’ toughest 
until the semifinal round, 
where there’s a possibility 




soCCer | Enters first 
NCAA tourney since 2005
next seAson’s signees
Brooks and his staff received recognition for their 2012 
recruiting on Tuesday. 
ESPN rated Brooks’ 2012 recruiting class as the nation’s 
top mid-major recruiting class, consisting of guard Precious 
Hall of Tallahassee, Fla.; power forward Destiny Jones of Mira-
mar, Fla.; and point guard Angela Mickens of Staunton.
“It speaks volume to the work that my staff has put in,” 
Brooks said. “We think they’re going to be a wonderful addi-
tion to our program both on and off the court.”
>> For ThE lATEST JMU NEwS, viSiT Breezejmu.org. <<
Women’s basketball hosts first game at JMU after winning two on the road
Classifieds
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SHOP NOW! Special Gifts,JMU 
Items,Vintage Jewelry, New Wooden 
Signs The Shoppes at Mauzy Har-
risonburg 600A University Blvd. 
433-1444
MEET THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE! 
Join Now For Free and Get a Chance 
to Win a Free HDTV www.MyCustom-
Match.com/js413
ZUMBATHON TO BENEFIT BOYS 
& GIRLS CLUB. December 10th, 
6-8PM at Funky’s Skate Center. Ad-
mission is $10 donation.
DESSERT THEATER MUSICAL 
REVUE TO BENEFIT THE ARC. 
November 17, 18, & 19. 7:30 PM, 
Lucy Simms Center, Harrisonburg. 
437-9214
VOTE FOR THE WISHING WELL 
AND YOU COULD WIN A $75 
GIFT CERTIFICATE! Visit “Love a 
Local Business” at thewishingwell.
biz
WORK PART-TIME AND BUILD 
YOUR OWN BUSINESS! Train with 
our local team. Call Nancy at 540-
746-3694 for more information.
GUARANTEED INTERNSHIPS:
11 cities worldwide! Email Stefan Pei-
erls for more information peierlst@
dukes.jmu.edu. “Like” the JMU 
Dream Careers Facebook page!
STUDENTS WELCOME TO FREE 
1 TIME SAMPLE DANCE CLASS 
@ Dance & Company (next to Dave’s 
Downtown) www.dancenco.com
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS OR 
PLAN FOR SPRING BREAK. Visit 
The Wishing Well for personal atten-
tion. 243 Neff Ave, 908-2333
20% DISCOUNT FROM WWW.
CUFFSMART.COM FOR JMU STU-
DENTS ON CUFF LINKS. Enter 
promo code JMUALUMS in check-
out page.
CORNHOLE BOARDS WITH BAGS 
JMU COLORS MADE2 ORDER 
$120 2x4ft tournament size great 
for tailgating call 540-520-2424 
will deliver
T H E  H E A L I N G  T O U C H 
Relax~Rejuvenate~Revitalize ~
Massage, Facials, Makeup, Waxing, 
Spray Tanning 540.434.8892 1966 
Evelyn Byrd harrisonburgmassage.
com Specials Online
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
WITH NURSE CONSULTATION. 
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Cen-
ter - harrisonburgpregnancy.org 
540-434-0685
PERSONAL TRAINING. Mike Mar-
tin, MS, CSCS. Train like an athlete 
with high intensity training that gets 
results. (540) 421-0360
COMPUTER REPAIR AND TROU-
BLESHOOTING. Virus and spyware 
removal. Experience with Apple 
and Rosetta Stone. 540-433-2392. 
justinloe@gmail.com
AVON - see what’s new! Or become 
a representative and earn! www.
youravon.com/csensabaugh 
THIRTY-ONE GIFTS! Personalized, 
unique products for every occasion! 
Purses, wallets, totes and more! Kelli 
Sprague, Independent Consultant 
540.908.0812/KelliSprague31@
gmail.com
XTREME 15 AIRBRUSH TANNING. 
JMU-Her Campus Voted Best Sun-
less Tan in Harrisonburg~Best 
Prices~Most Experience. Airbrush 
BodyArt~~Airbrush Tattoos! 540-
908-5258 Xtreme15.com
ATHENA CLEANING: Experienced 
GREEN cleaning, non-toxic prod-
ucts. Homes, apartments, offices. 
Discount for repeat service. I return 
all calls. www.athenacleaning.com. 
540-879-2827
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF: 
There’s a place for you at Asbury 
United Methodist Church. Come join 
us! www.asburyumc.cc
PARK CLOSE TO CAMPUS: Pro-
rated Rates call 540.466.4668; 
Walking Distance; freshmenpark-
ing.com
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER? Por-
traits, event photography, and more. 
Contact Sarah at sarahderrphoto@
gmail.com.
EDITING, PROOFREADING, 
MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION. Call: 
820-1316 For more information: 
www.ursulamandel.com
OMARGE MEDIA is a wedding 
videography business which offers 
packages at competitive rates. To 
learn more check out www.omarge.
com.
ATHENA CLEANING: one time or 
on-going cleaning for your apart-
ment, home or office. Non-toxic 
products used. 879-2827. All calls 
returned.
S&K SMALL ENGINES- Service of 
all outdoor power equipment. You 
Break It, We Fix It! Pick up/delivery 
available. 540-896-2167
TUTORING: $20/hr subjects: eco-
nomics, biology, psychology, US and 
World history. Credentials: Johns 
Hopkins graduate work (ongoing). 
justinloe (at) gmail.com
OP SHOP OPEN HOUSE & CRAFT 
SALE. Friday & Saturday December 
2 & 3, 10-2:00, 620 Simms Avenue. 
437-9214.
SAY “THANKS” WITH FLOWERS 
FROM THE WISHING WELL. Lo-
cal or out-of-town delivery. 243 Neff 
Ave. 908-2333, online: TheWishin-
gWell.biz
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ITALIAN TRANSLATOR to work for 
local firm with international clients. 
Contact Liz at 540-437-3728 or 
lworkman@lee-and-assoc.com
DANCE INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS 
FOR 2012-2013. Experience/Refer-
ences required. Call-540-810-3631 
or 433-7127
HANDY-PERSON NEEDED FOR 
ODD JOBS. $10/hour. Choose your 
schedule. References required. 
CALL 540-810-3631.
PEOPLE TO SERVE AS PARTY 
CASINO TABLE DEALERS FOR 
PRIVATE EVENTS IN HARRISON-
BURG. Saturday evenings $10/hr 
partyentertainmentva@gmail.com
CLEANING PERSON NEEDED FOR 
MORNING OFFICE CLEANING 




tential. No Experience Necessary. 
Training Available. 1-800-965-6520 
EXT212
PART TIME WORK Great Pay Im-
mediate FT/PT openings, no exp. 
nec, all ages 17+, (434)244-0772 
All majors welcome. www.worknow-
ctv.com
CAREGIVERS NEEDED TO SU-
PERVISE CHILDREN’S GROUPS 
ON CAMPUS, May 28-June 3, af-
ter 3:40 p.m. Minimum wage. Call w/ 
references: 540-810-3631.
SOCCER PERSONAL COACH-
-female soccer player to coach my 
daughter(s): 10 yrs and 15 yrs old. 
Call or text 540-820-5730. Imme-
diate openings for childcare in my 
home Monday-Friday, 7:30-5:30. 
Convenient to campus. Experience & 
references available. 540-421-6242 
or andreabaileys@gmail.com
TV FOR SALE. Hitachi 54 inch flat 
screen, very good condition. $450 
or best offer. Contact Trinda at 
540.810.4156
FREE FLOOR SPACE WITH TIM-
BERNEST BED LOFT All parts/
instructions included. Used 1 yr.-
paid $320-asking $250 Call or text: 
540-282-9292
COLEMAN QUICKBED 4-in-1 King/
Twin airbed with rechargable pump. 
New in box. $50 leave message at 
433-0242
BIG BABY TAYLOR ACOUSTIC 
GUITAR $600 Includes case, elec-
tric tuner, extra strings and other 
accessories. Great Christmas gift. 
erines378@yahoo.com
GRADUATING DECEMBER 2012? 
5 month lease. 2-Bedroom apart-
ment, pet friendly, W/D, D/W, A/C 
Utilities included $450 per person. 
540-564-2659 www.castleproperty.
com
3 BDRM, 11/2 BATH TOWNHOUSE, 
near JMU, Aug. 2012, $975.00. Uni-
versity Court.
2BR 2.5BA TOWNHOUSE IN 
BEACON HILL FOR RENT, close to 
JMU, $900/month. Available start-
ing December 1. Call 540.405.1279 
for info
FURNISHED NEW ONE BDRM/
BATH APT. 30 min. from Harrison-
burg $400/mo plus electric/ref and 
deposit. call 5402461314
5-BEDROOM APARTMENT 3 
BLOCKS TO MEMORIAL HALL 
(DOWNTOWN). Includes A/C, dish-
washer, 2 full bathrooms internet & 
cable. $391.00 540-564-2659 www.
castleproperty.com
ONE BEDROOM LEFT IN HUNT-
ER’S RIDGE 4 BEDROOM 
TOWNHOUSE. $250 rent per 
month. Call 540-578-2901 after 4 
pm.
SUB-LEASER NEEDED FOR 
SPRING 2012 SEMESTER. 3per-
son townhouse in CopperBeech,2 
cool clean roommates with friendly 
dog. vasquekn@dukes.jmu.edu for 
more info/questions.
1BR/1BTH APT FOR RENT DECEM-
BER 2011.....Very spacious(ideal for 
a graduate student): washer/dryer in 
unit: dishwasher: patio: pet friendly 
(Harrisonburg)
NEWLY REMODELED, HUNT-
ERS RIDGE. Nicely furnished 2 
bedroom, 2 baths, second floor 
apt. $760. Save gas, walk to JMU. 
540-241-5614
UNIVERSITY FIELDS APT. FOR 
RENT SPRING 2012. First month 
rent FREE. $370 month. 3 male 
roommates. contact fitzgefj@dukes.
jmu.edu
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 
great location, W/D, DW, AC, no pets. 




ABLE FOR 2012-13 YR! 4BR, 2BA, 
$395mo. Contact Liz with Lee & As-
sociates, (540)437-3728.
1BR/1BTH APT FOR RENT 
DECEMBER 2011..ideal for a 
graduate student: washer/dryer in 
unit: dishwasher: patio: pet friendly 
(Harrisonburg)brown3sm@dukes.
jmu.edu
2.5 ACRES, MINUTES FROM 
HARRISONBURG. Great view, small 
pond, nice trees, conventional sep-
tic. $115,000 John Bowman, Old 
Dominion Realty 271-2178
BRING ALL OFFERS! $159,900 in 
city. 3BR, 2BA, 1687 SF. Leila Long-
cor, Old Dominion Realty 246-5501
REDUCED - $174,900! 3BR, 2.5BA 
bungalow. Walk to campus, nicely 
updated. Leila Longcor, Old Domin-
ion Realty 246-5501
3BR, 2BA, 1673 SF HOME IN 
CITY. 1/2 acre lot adjoins campus. 
John Bowman, Old Dominion Realty, 
271-2178
HOUSE FOR 2012-2013. 4-5 
bedrooms. 2 kitchens. 3 blocks 
from JMU campus,off-street park-
ing.$1600/month. 540-810-3631
STUDENT-FRIENDLY, 4-5 BED-
ROOM HOUSE, LEASING FOR 
AUG. 2012-2013.  8 blocks/
JMU. Nice yard w/garden plot 
& ample parking. $1600/month. 
Call-540-810-3631
TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE 2012-
13, 3-bedroom/2.5 bath, Quiet 
location, near campus-downtown-
shopping. AC/W&D/Deck. $925/
month. 1yr-lease begins 6/16/12. 
Privately owned/maintained/
managed by JMU Professional. 
540-908-8923
DEVON LANE TOWNHOME. 
AVAILABLE 2012-13. Three 
Bedroom, 1.5 Bath. Well main-
tained property with private yard. 
Walk to campus! 540-435-7861, 
540-435-7339
LARGE 8 PERSON HOUSE ON 
SOUTH MAIN FOR RENT! 2012-
2013 YEAR! CALL CRAIG SMITH 
AT 540-487-4057 FOR MORE INFO!
FOXHILL TOWNHOME FUR-
NISHED, 4-BR, 2-BA, 2 living 
areas, W/D, AC, DW. Great location! 
8/12-7/13. $395/person. Call Craig 
703-743-1757 Email jillcraig@com-
cast.net
$455 NORTH 38 APARTMENT! 
Short-term lease! Daniel Mann e-
mail/call 804-432-2510/manntp@
verizon.net!
6-BEDROOM HOUSE, large rooms 
and front porch, A/C, pet friendly, 




TOWN/MEMORIAL HALL AREA. 
A/C, dishwasher, 2 full bathrooms. 
$391 free internet & cable. 540-
564-2659 www.castleproperty.com
1338 DEVON LANE TOWNHOUSE 
FOR RENT. 3 Bed, 3.5 Bath. $400 
per room, furnished.
THREE GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE 
TO FILL AWESOME DOWNTOWN 
HOUSE NEXT YEAR! Beautiful 
place, only $325 per month! Inter-
ested? Email noble3sl@dukes.jmu.
edu.
SEEKING 4TH ROOMMATE AT 
FOXHILL TOWNHOME. Currently 
occupied by 3 males. Available im-
mediately. Contact Liz with Lee & 
Associates, (540)437-3728.
NOW AVAILABLE! 2/3BR renovat-
ed downtown apartments on corner 
of W. Wolfe/Chicago Ave. Contact Liz 
at Lee & Associates. 540-437-3728.
SUNCHASE- ROOM FOR RENT 
FOR JUNE 21, 2012-AUGUST 
21, 2012. $455/MO. PRICE NEGO-
TIABLE. Contact magnusen@dukes.
jmu.edu!
NORTH 38 SUBLEASE! $475 Call 
or e-mail Daniel Mann! 804-432-
2010/manntp@verizon.net! Thanks!
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE IN 
4 BEDROOM COPPER BEECH 
TOWNHOME. January to the end 
of July. Contact turneral@dukes.
jmu.edu
NEED PLACE FOR SPRING SE-
MESTER? Room sublease available 
in North 38- amazing conditions! 
Rates negotiable; email noble3sl@
dukes.jmu.edu for more information.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
COPPER BEECH AVAILABLE FOR 
THE SPRING 2012 SEMESTER. 
Contact oppermrs@dukes.jmu.edu 
for more information.
CAMPUSVIEW APARTMENT MAY 
5-AUGUST 15, 2012. ONE ROOM, 
PRIVATE BATH. UTILITIES AND 
FURNITURE INCLUDED $400/MO. 
PRICE NEGOTIABLE. magnusen@
dukes.jmu.edu
CAT MISSING: Long haired black 
cat, very friendly. Missing since 
10/26. Signs all over S. Main. Call 
540 850-4514
>> CHECK US OUT ONLINE AT BREEZEJMU.ORG <<  
LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK
Want to make your 
mark on Madison? 
BECOME A NEWS EDITOR! 
Email BREEZEEdITOR@GMAIL.COM 
to get involved. 
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close to campus—walk to class + private bedrooms + fully furnished apartments + washer & dryer included + all-inclusive living
apply online @ jmstudenthousing.com | 540.438.3835 | 869 B Port Republic Rd
pet friendly beginning fall 2012 • new optional utility package
low rates
new
@ $359
scan & like
